
----- Forwarded Message -----
From:WAYNE CRAWFORD <w.crawford@msn.com>
To: "ckahlow@fs.fed.us" <ckahlow@fs.fed.us>
Cc: "deb.mackintosh@gmail.com" <deb.mackintosh@gmail.com>; "buxtoncompany@comcast.net"
<buxtoncompany@comcast.net>; "dcr628@yahoo.com" <dcr628@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 at 02:35:24 PM MDT
Subject: RE: Cardiff snowmobiling

Thanks for the heads up; sure looks like snowmobile as well as skiers could use some
reminders/education.

I'll get with some individuals, as well as a general CCOA membership.

Wayne

From: ckahlow@fs.fed.us
To: w.crawford@msn.com
CC: ckahlow@fs.fed.us
Subject: Cardiff snowmobiling
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2014 19:34:42 +0000

Wayne, after more research on the complaints we had from last week we now see that snowmobiling was
occurring well beyond the private land and on to the Forest. These photos were taken from Reed and
Benson Ridge toward Superior.

Notice the tracks all up under black knob(little superior) and in upper cardiac bowl nearly all the way up mt
superior, and the tracks in high ivory to the north.

Also the sledders on 3/12 under cut a skier skinning up cardiac which jeopardizes safety should the snow
cut loose and cause an avalanche. These actions are not demonstrating the mutual respect we were
hoping to achieve in our agreements.

This area is closed to the public for motorized use, and only available to CCOA members for ingress and
egress to their private property.

This complaint is valid in its concern about going outside the bounds of our agreement. It is also valid
that a person should not go out of their way to obstruct someone else getting into their sled trailer.

This is a reminder that this is a MUTUAL benefit agreement but people are watching and will keep us all
to our agreement.

Please remind the CCOA members that are snowmobiling in this area that their agreement with us is to
stay on private property and the only part of NFS they should be on is the road to get to their pvt property.
We appreciate how well the agreement and mutual respect has worked for the last couple years and we
would like to keep it that way for everyones benefit, and meanwhile….everybody’s watching…..

Thanks for your attention…
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